
Hi-vis vest
Make your
workplace 
 safer 
With our AI-powered computer 
vision technology.



Secure perimeter access 
for pedestrians and vehicles
Rapid Aware automatically identifies individuals with face authentication at the 
gate, checks their compliance, and grants access if inducted and authorised.

Customers that 
implement Rapid 
Aware for site access 
have seen compliance 
rates go from as low as 
30% to 98%.

Achieve site-wide compliance 
Rest easy knowing only inducted and compliant 
personnel can access your site.

Save on access management
Eliminate the cost and hassle of manned 
entrances, employee ID cards, keys, and fobs. 

Automate vehicle entry and exit
Verify vehicles with licence plate recognition to 
facilitate access and capture dwell times. 



Welcome visitors  
with a seamless check-in 
Turn an iPad into a check-in kiosk. Perfect for indoor 
environments to safely welcome visitors, employees, 
and contractors. 

“Rapid Aware provided a solution 
to quickly and easily scan  
workers’ faces and cross  
reference against our database. 
Our check-in/check-out 
procedure was streamlined  
to seconds per worker.”

Make a good first impression
Customise the iPad kiosk with your company logo, 
colours and messages. Enable people to check in 
with face authentication or a QR code.  

Customise visitor workflows
Perform ID and compliance checks and allow workers to 
complete inductions that are pending. Set up various check-in 
flows based on visitor type and create custom surveys.

Receive alerts and pair with access
Receive host notifications for guests including 
attendance alarms. Integrate with access control 
to open internal doors with a simple face check.

Charlie Jabbour,   
Construction Manager, Buildform



Hi-vis vest

Enhance safety with 
AI-powered object detection 
Integrate Rapid Aware with workplace cameras to gain better awareness 
of unsafe acts and hazards. Detect a range of issues to proactively 
improve safety processes and operations. 

Track PPE compliance 
Track instances of missing PPE,  
such as hard hats and hi-vis vests. 
See trends over time for different 
areas of the workplace.

Monitor forklift proximity 
Identify close encounters between 
forklifts and pedestrians with 
proximity alerts. Be alerted in real 
time and easily see if such incidents 
are trending up or down.

Detect mobile and 
cleaning activity 
Track the use of mobile phones in 
restricted areas. See cleaning activity 
across distinct locations and time 
periods to ensure tasks are  
being completed.



Unlock more  
workplace insights  
Gain real time visibility into unsafe actions that can be leading 
indicators for more serious incidents. Record and review 
trends to proactively enhance workplace safety.

Identify previously unseen issues 
Rapid Aware can identify a wide range of issues such as 
someone lying on the ground hurt, someone on the roof 
dangerously close to the edge or someone climbing a fence. 

Improve gaps in safety
Use the insights to focus on the implementation of 
corrective actions that address the most significant issues.

Enforce your safety rules  
Optionally provide extra information to help Rapid Aware 
identify the events you care about. This includes your 
preferred alarm schedule. 

In Australia, 31% 
 of incidents fail 
to be reported. 



See insights across multiple sites 
 in one platform  
View all check-in activity, attendance data, and safety issues from one easy to use web app. 
Manage alarms, see the compliance rate on-site and export data for reporting.

View check-in and attendance data
See the attendance data of people checking in and out, 
who is currently on-site, and auto populate timesheet 
data to streamline payroll. 

Observe vehicle dwell times 
Capture accurate dwell times and receive alerts to ensure 
vehicles do not exceed their allotted time. View live cameras 
at each checkpoint. 

Rapid Aware includes AI Assist which allows users to access specific 
knowledge and insights simply by typing a question to receive an answer.

Receive real-time alerts 
Receive host notifications, blacklist alerts, and safety 
monitoring alarms via email or push notification. Be informed 
if staff or contractors have not checked in by a specific time.



IP cameras 
Rapid Aware seamlessly integrates 
with your existing IP and LPR 
cameras (subject to their placement, 
the site layout, and the detection 
requirements). 

Server 
A dedicated server is required when 
integrating with IP cameras to monitor 
the workplace or secure perimeter 
access with ID and compliance checks. 
This server works side by side with 
your VMS or NVR. 

iPads 
Our check-in kiosk solution requires 
only an iPad running the iOS 
Doorkeeper application. Additional 
hardware is required for checks  
such as temperature and BAC,  
and for access control. 

Hardware requirements 
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